15 September 2016

Introduction to Chatham Rock Phosphate


Chatham (CRP) is a mineral exploration company formed in 2004 and listed on NZAX in 2006



Existing mineral asset is an inferred resource of 23.4Mt of phosphorite offshore New Zealand reported
in compliance with the JORC Code (2012).



Targeting the New Zealand and international fertiliser markets, the core business is the sourcing and
marketing of reactive rock phosphate



Working on resubmitting environmental permit following an initial decline in Feb 2015



Has held the required 20 year mining permit since December 2013 and intends to use a dredging
contractor (Royal Boskalis) to mine its phosphorite deposit, with production is targeted to commence
in 2020



Chatham will list during 2016 on the TSX.V by means of an RTO



Chatham actively seeking to acquire other phosphate sources to reduce portfolio risk
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Key Messages
 Our business plan
 Significance of direct application rock

 What Chatham has achieved already
 The sole remaining hurdle
 Why we believe that Chatham will get the environmental permit next time
 Funding programme
 Why the Chatham project is such an attractive investment alternative
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The business plan
Chatham Rock Phosphate (CRP) aims to be the premier supplier of direct application phosphate to
the New Zealand and global agricultural sector.
We are passionate about the benefit of direct application fertiliser to sustainable farming and
agricultural practices.
Our objectives remain to:
 Achieve consent of the Chatham Rise project and develop the asset
 Diversify our product mix to include rock from other reactive rock phosphate sources
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Why do we prefer to focus on supplying direct application rock
phosphate?
Four reasons:
 It’s the special type of reactive phosphate rock that is in the substantial Chatham Rise deposit
 Direct application rock phosphate is proven to be significantly more environmentally friendly

toward both soils and waterways.
 Loss of phosphate nutrient into waterways is also wasting a finite resource

 In some markets it sells at a significant premium despite the lower production costs
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Chatham Rise Rock Phosphate – location
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Boskalis Group

235m Conventional Trailing Suction Hopper Dredge
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Chatham Rock Project Traditional\Conceptual Designs
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Regional Port Access
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What we have already achieved
 An increasingly valuable and strategically located mineral deposit
 A well-defined and incredibly well studied deposit with the knowledge acquired by the

spending of ~$US77m in historic and current dollars
 A 20 year mining permit
 Feasibility studies completed by Boskalis, our strong technical partner who will contract mine

for us
 A market for our product and a very strong competitive position – location, product

characteristics, security of supply
 A great management team
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All that we need – an environmental permit.
Our previous permit application was declined in February 2015.
Why we will get it next time:
 We will fill in the gaps in the information we provided

 We will communicate the science better
 We will demonstrate much wider support from key stakeholders (farming, environmentalists)
 Law changes presently underway will result in a better qualified decision making committee

and a less precipitate process
 We won’t be the pioneer any more in the marine phosphate mining world (Namibia, Mexico)

 We won’t even be the pioneer in the New Zealand EEZ – a marine iron sands mining project

will be permitted before we apply
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2016 financings: USD 1.8 million (NZD 2.50m*)
( * source private placements $1.9m, share purchase plan $600k)

Expected use of proceeds 12 months to 30 September 2017
Expense

Cost (NZD $,000)

Cost (USD$,000)

General & admin costs

511

368

Work programme

619

446

Marine consent application & legal

209

150

Government permit fees & charges

107

77

1,446

1,041

TOTAL
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Medium Term Financing: USD 16.6 million
Expected use of proceeds:
Expense

Cost (NZD $m)

Cost (USDm)

3.0

2.2

Costs 2018-20 to get to production start (to
be raised through TSX.V related fundraising
programme)

20.0

14.4

TOTAL

23.0

16.6

Estimated costs of 2017 environmental
consent hearing
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Why the CRP project is such an attractive investment
alternative


No development capital required – project will be contract-mined per tonne using a modified dredge



Strategic location - estimated mining costs equate to the cost of shipping a competing product from the
other side of the world. The world rock phosphate price has to collapse to near zero before CRP can’t
compete.



Annual forecast earnings before royalties and tax are estimated at approximately $US68 million. The
project is expected to be highly profitable given its adjacent location (no incoming freight costs) and low
mining costs.

 Accordingly the project has been independently valued at $US200m to $US300m (present market cap

~$US6.6 m)
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Attractive investment alternative (2)


Chatham will pay an estimated $US24 million in annual taxes and royalties, plus millions in port charges
hence will have central and local government support.



The project will create many high value and knowledge-based jobs in the port, on the mining ship,
undertaking environmental monitoring and broader scientific research, in the agriculture and hospitality
sectors and on the Chatham Islands. Hence it will have broadly based community support and a social
licence



Chatham offers security of fertiliser supply for the agricultural sector in New Zealand – hence farmer
support



The product’s environmental benefits are a much lower run off impact on lakes and rivers, much lower
cadmium and much lower carbon footprint. Hence likely to have support from MfE



Chatham is the ethical fertiliser supply option - the current main phosphate source in NZ is from a disputed
territory in North Africa subject to UN sanctions
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Conclusion

